One-hop access to over 2000 peering
networks. Reach every corner
of the world & all the major
clouds. O
 pencloud IXroom™.
Only at EvoSwitch.
OPENCLOUD IXROOMTM
One of the main reasons customers come to EvoSwitch
is our connectivity-rich environment. We host a diverse
ecosystem of Internet enablers – ISPs, content
providers, CDNs, carrier networks and hosting and
cloud service providers. Inside our data centers, they
interconnect their networks to buy and sell network
services and exchange traffic both privately and publicly
via our Internet Exchange partners.
The easiest way to access this community is OpenCloud
IXroom™. When you join OpenCloud IXroom you
get direct access to the AMS-IX and NL-ix Points of
Presence in our AMS1 data center, as well as other
peering IP networks for direct private interconnections.
For WDC1 we offer access to LINX NoVA Points of
Presence. You get a broad choice of IP Transit providers
and a growing number of Remote Peering Partner
networks that can transport your data and connect you
directly to major Internet Exchanges across Europe and
the US, doing away with the need to deploy equipment
elsewhere. And you can also plug in to the EvoSwitch
OpenCloud to get secure high-performance access
to the leading clouds in key markets.
OpenCloud IXroom opens up a world of opportunities,
giving you ultra-low-latency access to the whole of
Western Europe via a huge range of connectivity
and cloud providers, guaranteeing you
flexibility and speed to market.

EVOSWITCH OPENCLOUD
Our commitment to third party certifications and open
OpenCloud is EvoSwitch’s cloud-neutral, partner-rich

interconnection extends to our US operations, where

cloud interconnection platform. With dozens of

our WDC1 data center in Virginia has been Open-IX

active members and growing, OpenCloud creates

certified (OIX-2). Both the OIX-2 and the AMS-IX

a dynamic marketplace for the sale, development

certificates assure our customers and partners that

and consumption of next generation cloud architecture.

EvoSwitch is the right choice for world-class inter

It brings together enterprises, networks, cloud infra

connections. And EvoSwitch also leverages the 

structure providers, specialist partners, and leading

NL-ixCloud and AMS-IX Open Interconnect services

Internet Exchanges, offering a huge variety of low

to power its OpenCloud platform, providing direct

latency cloud connection options.

low-latency and secure access to all the leading public
cloud providers in multiple markets.

WORLD-LEADING
INTERCONNECTIONS
In the Netherlands, EvoSwitch AMS1 has been awarded

REMOTE PEERING, IP TRANSIT
AND NETWORK TRANSPORT

‘AMS-IX Certified Data Centre’ status as well as AMS-IX

OpenCloud IXroom is not just for local interconnections.

Gold partner status, which demonstrates that we build

As well as Internet Exchange partners with a physical

more capacity faster on the AMS-IX exchange than our

presence in the data center, remote peering partners

competitors. The certification complements EvoSwitch’s

can offer you remote access to all of the leading and

existing ISO9001 and ISO27001 standards.

most of the Tier2 Internet exchanges in Europe,

Order

Free service 12 months

Power

1 GE Port

11 U - quarter rack

1 kW N+1

10 GE Port

22 U - half rack

1.5 kW N+1

Multiple 10 GE Ports

46 U - entire rack

3 kW N+1

100 GE Port

46 U - entire rack

3 kW N+1

OPENCLOUD IXROOM S
 PECIAL OFFER
We want our customers to interconnect. Customers

months, including space and power*. Up to three of

who connect locally to either OpenCloud or direct

the cross connects you need to connect to your ports

to any of our partner Internet Exchanges with new

will also be free of setup and recurring costs – for as

or additional ports, can colocate their routing

long as you stay connected.

equipment FREE of charge for a period of twelve
*

 pplies to routing equipment only, not servers.
A
Space allocated according to contracted port size(s).

ABOUT AMS-IX
North America and beyond. This allows you to
‘try before you buy’, testing new Internet Exchanges

AMS-IX (Amsterdam Internet Exchange) is a neutral

beyond your current footprint without deploying

and independent Internet exchange based in

new infrastructure.

Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Interconnecting over
800 IP networks, having a business traffic peak of more

IP Transit providers offer wholesale BGP access to

than 5 Terabit per second and providing an innovative

the rest of the Internet, and they can also be used

technical platform, makes AMS-IX the world’s leading

to enhance your local connectivity quality, offering

Internet exchange. The AMS-IX platform provides

you diverse internet connectivity at competitive rates.

a professional, high quality, non-blocking peering service

Dark Fiber, DWDM services, Layer 2-3 services link

for all types of IP traffic. AMS-IX additionally hosts the

your EvoSwitch PoP to your network or back to

first mobile peering point worldwide, the Global GPRS

your premises, using diverse fiber paths to ensure

Roaming Exchange (GRX), and the first interconnection

redundancy.

of IPX networks (Inter-IPX). www.ams-ix.net

GET CONNECTED

ABOUT NL-IX

To qualify for free OpenCloud IXroom colocation,

NL-ix is Europe’s most experienced – and largest –

you must:

international interconnect exchange, combining one

1. Have an ASN (Autonomous System Number) which

of the world’s leading internet exchanges with a full

will be connected to the Internet Exchange. Your

portfolio of innovative metropolitan, national and pan-

network must have its own ASN assigned by a Local

European peering, routing, transport and cloud connect

Internet Registry or a Regional Internet Registry

services. Founded in 2001, NL-ix has 650 member

(ARIN, AfriNIC, APNIC, LACNIC or RIPE-NCC);

networks and operates a stable low-latency fabric

2. Let EvoSwitch know which ASN you want to connect
and who you want to connect to;

interconnecting 15 countries, 25 metropolitan areas
and 105 data centers. www.nl-ix.net

3. Order your port(s) through EvoSwitch. We charge
no additional fees and will take care of the rest.

ABOUT LINX NOVA
ABOUT EVOSWITCH

Following discussions with the US network community,
and its own members, LINX has launched an open

EvoSwitch provides secure and sustainable data center

peering exchange in North America known as LINX

services, with cloud- and carrier-neutral data centers

NoVA. We believe that the LINX mutual model for IXPs

in Europe and the US. EvoSwitch is home to growing

is the best for the good of the Internet. Supported by

ecosystems of customers around interconnection and

our members, the LINX NoVA exchange echoes the aims

hybrid cloud, operating at the edge of the Internet

of the North American community as represented by

and providing access to public clouds. EvoSwitch

the Open-IX initiative. The exchange has been designed

enables global and local customers to build their IT 

to conform to Open-IX standards, using systems and

infrastructure for growth, creating value for customers

processes that have proved successful in Europe and

and partners alike. www.evoswitch.com

the wider world for nearly 20 years, and LINX has just
received Open-IX certification. www.linx.net

MULTILAYERED INTERCONNECTION
Your business gains automatic access to a huge
range of connectivity and cloud partners in
the OpenCloud IXroom.
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